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Customer Instructions
Air Scrubber, 500 cfm
Unit must be electrically grounded; use only with a
3-pronged grounded outlet. Do not use an adapter.
The air scrubber is rented without filters. We sell the appropriate
filters. The unit can never be run without at least 1 filter.
Remove and properly dispose of filter(s) before returning the scrubber.
Failure to do this will result in a $100 service charge being assessed to
the customer. (EPA Regulations)
Always change the filters when the change light comes on.
If using the air scrubber in a contaminated area, care must be taken when
removing used filters-use breathing protection or a mask.
AVAILABLE FILTERS
DE-F270
DE-F271
DE-7321

DE-F271

DE-F397

1ST STAGE PRE-FILTER:
2ND STAGE PRE-FILTER:
HEPA FILTER:
DOP Pre-Filter:

Captures the largest particles, rated at 10% efficiency
Captures larger particles, rated at 30% efficiency
Has an efficiency rating of 99.97% against 0.3 micron aerosol
particles
When installed with the 2nd stage pre-filter & HEPA filter,
the unit has a 99.97% efficiency against aerosol particles as
small as 0.3 microns

ACTIVATED CARBON FILTER: Removes odors such as paint fumes, sewer odors, soot, smoke
and removes volatile organic compounds from the air.
NOTE: By adding a pre-filter, you remove the larger particles extending the life of the HEPA
filter, which may result in a cost savings
1. To install or change the filters, loosen the 8 latches holding the inlet panel in place with
the 3/8” wrench provided.
2. Slide the latches outward, away from the center of the inlet panel. Remove the inlet panel.
3. Remove the used filters and replace.
4. If using 3 filters, the HEPA filter is installed first, followed by the 2nd stage pre-filter, and for
maximum effect, the 1st stage pre-filter.
5. Daisy Chain Capability of Unit-up to 3 scrubbers can be interconnected to create a maximum of
500, 1000 or 1500cfm using the auxiliary outlet on each unit.

* Ask about using this air scrubber to
create a negative air environment
Disclaimer:

These instructions are intended as a helpful reminder.
They do not replace the full operating instructions found
in the owners manual, which is available at the
rental counter.

A to Z Equipment Rentals & Sales - 4 locations in the Phoenix Arizona Metro Area
If you like this piece of equipment, inquire about purchasing it ! New or Used!
If equipment does not work properly, notify office at once -

• Phoenix, 602-955-5100 • North Valley, 602-992-1150 • East Valley, 480-539-8700 • West Valley, 623-925-0200 •

